NOTES
1. EPA = 1.22
2. LANTERN WILL BE PREWIRED AND TESTED
3. ALL ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS ARE U.L. LISTED.
4. ALL MOUNTING HARDWARE IS SUPPLIED.
5. LANTERN WEIGHT = 44LBS.

1. (4) PRISMATIC POLYCARBONATE (PP) CAGE PANELS SECURED TO CAGE WITH CLIPS AND SCREWS. (OTHER PANELS AVAILABLE CONTACT FACTORY).
2. PORCELAIN MOGUL BASE 4kw SOCKET, MEDIUM BASE SOCKET AVAILABLE - CONTACT FACTORY. (LAMP NOT SUPPLIED).
3. (2) PIECE MOISTURE PROOF CAST ALUMINUM BALLAST HOUSING WITH BALLAST AND COMPONENT PARTS MOUNTED INSIDE. (CUSTOMER MUST SPECIFY DESIRED TYPE OF BALLAST).
4. CAST ALUMINUM POST FITTER SLIPS OVER 3" DIA. POST OR TENON. (POST MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY).
5. (3) 1/8-18 STAINLESS STEEL SET SCREWS SECURE LANTERN TO POST OR TENON.
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